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Expectations against the modelling practice of groundwater 
balance and resources 

This paper examines recent utilization of numerical modelling in the analysis of hydrogeological water balance 
and resources . The equations for the now and mass trnnsport of groundwater, that form the bases of the 
hydrogeological models' algorithms are presented. The most frequent errors in modelling and in model documen
tation are discussed. The paper presents the requirement~ that should be met by properly built models of 
hydrogeological systems. The urgent necd to issue quality certificates for the existing computer codes is a current 
issue in Poland. This paper proposes that these certificates would be issued by ajoint team from The Commission 
of Hydrogeology (Polish Academy of Science) and from The Commission of HydTogeological Documentation, 

THE STATE OF MODELLING RESEARCH -
GENERAL NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS FOR HYDROGEOLOGICAL MODELS 

In the 80's modelling techniques became the principal method for evaluation of 
groundwater resources on the local as well as on the regional scale. Recently it is practically 
the only method used for the estimation of groundwater resources for a given region. It 
should be emphasized that in the early 80's every second hydrogeological report did not 
define a so-called "groundwater-resources-area" at all. 

Most of the groundwater resources rerorts supported by hydrogeological modelling are 
prepared for regions of 500 to 5000 km . Only 15% of these were made for areas larger 
than 5000 km2 and 35% for areas less than 500 1cm2. It can be noted that this latter group is 
on the increase - they document large municipal and industrial groundwater intakes in 
central and western Poland (T. Macioszczyk. B. Kazimierski. 1987). 
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Based on the analysis of nearly 100 groundwater resources reports, one can conclude 
that 32% of them apply for the licencing of the resources within the range of 420-2100 
m31h. 28% of them applied for more than 2100 m3/h. In the 90's there is a clear downward 
trend in the volume of groundwater resources submitted for licencing. 

It can be easily noted that the largest number of documents (32%) apply for the licencing 
of Quaternary groundwater resources, with 40% applying for joint Quaternary-Tertiary or 
lower aquifers. The remaining 28% apply for the licencing of exclusively lower aquifers. 

Water-balance-analysis methods dominated groundwater resources development pro
cedures in the 80' s (32 % of analysed cases). [n that time modelling approaches were carri.ed 
out in 29% of cases. Simple pumping-test analyses accounted for 27% of cases. 

In the 90' s numerical modelling techniques of groundwater flow have become dominant 
over all others (T. Macioszczyk, 1991). Analog modelling has been completely given up in 
the last decades. 

As usually happens with the introduction of modern techniques it was observed that 
hydrogeological modelling served initially as a component of a given report just to make it 
look nicer for the investor. It also appears recently that many modelers do not care much 
about proper design, calibration and verification of their models. This damaging tendency 
leads to the lowering of models' accuracy and creates the lack of trust among those people 
who would like to apply modelling in groundwater resources development process. 

It is worths noting that the purpose of modelling of hydrogeological systems is to get 
approximate numerical solution of groundwater dispersion and flow equations (T. Ma
cioszczyk, B. Kazimjerski, 1990b). 

BClIBt = div(Di gradCi) - div(UCi ) + LjFij + LrWir [1] 

~i(BH/Bt) = div(k gradH) + LsRs [2] 

where: Cj - concentration of the i-th element [ML - 3]; Di - dispersion coefficient of the 
i-th element [L 2y-']; U - pore flow velocity [Lr'] : U = -kino grad H [LT-']; no -
effective porosity [1]; k - permeability coefficient [Lrl]; H - hydraulic head [L] ; Fij 
kinetic function ofthej-th reaction producing the i-th substance concentration [ML-3r']; 
Wir - source function of the r-th source producing the i-th substance concentration 
[ML-3r l]; Rs - water sources and sinks [L2rl]; ~I-specific yield [L-1]; t-time [T]; 
i - substance index;j - chemical reaction index; r- mass source/sink index; s- water 
source/sink index. 

Equation [1] describes mass transport in a porous medium and takes into account 
chemical reactions between substances themselves and between substances and porous 
matrix. The decay, the ingrowth as well as the processes of molecular diffusion, hydrody
namic dispersion and advection are built into this model. 

Equation [2] constitutes the equation of groundwater flow incorporating sources and 
sinks. The model described with [1] and [2] is full 3-dimensional mass transport and 
groundwater flow model. Getting the solution for the above system poses a great problem 
mainly because of insufficient input data (hydrogeological parameters and identification of 
the processes involved). This leads to the simplification of the modeled system - reduction 
of the number of modeled processes (for example neglecting diffusion and dispersion) and 
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even confining the whole problem to equation [2]. Equation [2] constitutes the basis for 
models of groundwater balances and resources. Even in this simplified case a modeler does 
encounter serious problems which do not allow him to build proper 3-dimensional models. 
His knowledge of parameters is usually constrained to the averaged values assigned to 
particular aquifers and that is why the modeIerdecides to build quasi-3-dimensional models 
so-called multi-layered ones. 

Multi-layered groundwater flow models are obtained as a 2-dimensional solution of 
equation [2] for each particular water-bearing layer with the leakage through the semiper
meable separating layers. A set of equations describing such a multi-layered system comes 
from the integration of equation [2] along the z-axis in the interval Zj to Zj+l with Zi+l - zi = 
= m (the water-bearing i-th layer thickness) and averaging within these intervals. So we 
assign a constant hydraulic gradient within each water-bearing layer as well as assume that 
parameter values are constant within these along-z-axis intervals. In addition, we change 
the permeability coefficient k for the transmissivity T (T= km) and we change ~I for ~ (~ 
= ~lm) . Applying this approach we get Boussinesq's equation for each i-th water-bearing 
layer (T. Macioszczyk, B. Kazimierski, 1990b): 

~ioH;lot == %x[kj(H; - Z;)OHi/OX] + O/oy[ki(fl; - Zi)oHi/oy] + 
+ Wi' + Qi+ k'(Hi- Hi- l)/m' + k"(Hi-Hi+l)/m" 

[3] 

For confined aquifers the thickness function (H - Z) becomes just the aquifer's thickness 
(m) and equation [3] simplifies to: 

PioH;lot = TllHi/ox2 + Tj02Hi/oi + Wi' + Qj + 
+ k'(Hj- Hi-l)/m' + k" (Hi - Hi+l)/m" 

[4] 

where: ~i - specific yield [1]; Z - elevation of the unconfined aquifer'S bottom [L]; Wi 
- surface flux (infiltration) [Lrl~; Q - sources and sinks [Lrl]; H - hydraulic head 
[L]; T -aquifer's transmissivity [L rl]; k, k' ,k" -permeability coefficients of an aquifer 
and adjacent semipermeable separating layers [LrI]; m - thickness of a confined water
bearing layer [L]; tn', tn" - thickness of adjacent semipermeable separating 
layers [L]; x, y - coordinates [L]; t - time [T]; i - water-bearing layer index. 

It should be noted that besides source functions Wand Q there are terms modelling 
leakage through semipenneable layers in, of course, a simplified Hantush' s approach. The 
specific yield of those separating layers is not taken into account in this model. 

These equations form the basis of groundwater balance and resources models. To get 
the solution of these equations the fonowing conditions must be satisfied: 

1. The modeler has to have the proper C3-dimensional) knowledge of the hydrogeologi
cal system which he intends to model 

2. The modeler has to possess the appropriate knowledge of the space distribution of 
hydrogeological parameters in the modelled system. 

3. The modeler has to possess the appropriate knowledge of the boundary and initial 
conditions of the modelled system. 

Mter these conditions are satisfied the above mentioned set of equations, i.e., the 
numerical model, can be solved in an approximate way. It is up to the modeler to choose 
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from available numerical algorithms: finite element or finite difference methods. The 
distribution oftbe hydraulic head in the modelled system is produced by application of the 
given numerical method; getting this distribution is the typical problem that the modeler is 
faced with. 

Getting started with hydrogeological modelling we usually face the problem of inade
quate knowledge of the system's structure with little chance to collect all the data that we 
need (high costs of drillings and pump tests). What makes the problem more reasonable is 
the possibility of getting relatively reliable infonnation about hydraulic head distribution 
within the hydrogeological system. It helps to gradually update our knowlege of the internal 
structure of the modelled system through a series of so-called reverse solutions. This 
approach helps to identify "the best" set of parameters or structural characteristics of the 
modelled system. Having got through the above procedure we are able to produce reliable 
hydrogeological estimations with tbe help of our calibrated model. So the model becames 
capable of simulating groundwater balances and resources. 

METHODOLOGICAL INADEQUACIES AND DOCUMENTATION ERRORS 
IN HYDROGEOLOGICAL MODELS 

1. Inappropriate defini tion of the hydrogeological system, its boundaries and boundary 
conditions. 

2. Inappropriate documentation and justification of the accepted hydrogeological 
scheme (no reliable maps, no cross-sections, no analysis of parameters) . 

3. Inappropriate definition of the relationship between the real system and its simplified 
model. 

4 . Inappropriate superimposition of the constant-head boundary condition (type I). 
Excessively long sections of the model's boundary are assigned that type of boundary 
condition and this error makes tbe model unable to estimate groundwater resources properly. 
The constant-head boundary condition implies that the modelled region gets as much water 
from across that type of boundary as the groundwater intake pumps out of the domain. The 
proper definition and the placement of the constant-head boundary condition dramatically 
influences the reliability of the groundwater balance and resources mo.del. 

5. Superimposition of the constant-head boundary condition (type!) along lake and river 
banks instead of type m. This error is now less frequent. The proper estimate of the river 
bed hydraulic resistance does not happen very often. 

6. Determination of the boundary conditions for production aquifers only or assigning. 
without any justification, the same boundary conditions to non-productive aquifers incor
porated into the model. 

7. The lack of a unique method to simulate the infiltration, the aquifer-river water 
exchange and groundwater intakes. The data in the analysed hydrogeologi~al reports show 
serious inadequacies in this field. It happens that estimates of these factors based on the 
water balance infiltration differs as much as 50% from that superimposed on the model. 

8. Incomplete and unclear documentation of the hydrogeological model covering the 
definition, calibration and verification as well as incomplete and poor documentation of the 
modelling procedure outcome. 
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Table 1 

An example of an incorrect water balance 

Simulation results for 1992 Simulated forecast 
Water balance components 

+ - + -

Aquifer A (60 km2) 

- effective infiltration 370.9 - 370.9 -
- influx from surface waters 0 0 0 0 
- influx/outflux through the 

model's boundary 157.2 0 986.5 0 
- leakage from/to aquifer B 0'" 217.1** 0*** 306.6"'u * 
- groundwater production rate - 3.4 - 15.6 
-thesum 528.1 - --00 220.5 1357.4 - -+ 322.2 

Aquifer B (515 km2
) 

- effective infiltration 481.3 - 481.3 -
- influx from surface waters 0 0 0 0 
- influx/outflux through the 

model's boundary 0.2 47.6 142.2 0 
-leakage fromlto aquifer A 262.3** 0" 410.4**** 0*** 
- groundwater production rate - 649.1 - 1191.0 
-the sum 743.8 +- -+ 696.7 1033.9 +-- :-- 1191.0 

The values coupled with H should differ no more than 1%; * -**** - values that should be the same but with 
opposite sign 

9. Lack of justification of the model as wen as no accuracy assessment of the model's 
results. 

10. Incorrect presentation of the model ' s results. 
Examples: 
- presentation of the selected water balance components only instead of the whole 

balance; 
- presentation of the differences between input and output balance components without 

presenting input and output values themselves; 
- presentation of the integrated water balance with-no information about water balances 

for each particular water-bearing layer. In the application for the licence there is usually no 
word on how the resources are to be distributed among production aquifers within the 
hydrogeological system. The curious example of a groundwater balance with nearly the all 
abovementioned inadequacies is shown in Table 1. 

11. Inappropriate verification of the model resulting in unbalanced inputs and outputs 
as well as incorrect model structure. 

In a considerable number of cases water balances ofthe models show unacceptably large 
differences between the inputs and outputs for each particular water-bearing layer. These 
differences should not exceed a fraction of one percent. Differences larger than 2--4% 
disqualify the model; nevertheless there are models with these differences above tens or 
even hundreds percent. These discrepancies could suggest the existance of errors in the 
algorithms applied for calculating the water balances in the model subdomains. For 
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example, the amount of water drained from aquifer A into adjacent aquifer B should be 
equal to the water flux that aquifer B receives from aquifer A. These fluxes should only 
differ in sign. 

12. Illogical structure of water balance compared against the approved flow system. For 
example, two aquifer system have a separating semipermeable layer (till). There are 
"hydrogeological windows" in this layer. In the case of groundwater pumping from the 
lower aquifer there has to be a non-zero flow through these "windows". The model showing 
a zero flow through the "windows" should be rejected. 

13. Aggregating local models to get a regional model usually results in the accumulation 
of local models' errors. 

14. Modelers tend to avoid the clarification of existing constraints like the intake's 
maximal production rate. 

The overwhelming majority of hydrogeological models do not take into account the 
question of ensuring certain minimal flow in rivers while simulating groundwater intakes 
in the modelled domain. 

* 

The review of the existing hydrogeological models shows that the abovementioned 
errors are caused (T. Macioszczyk, ]985; T. Macioszczyk, B. Kazimierski, 1987, 1990a) 
by: 

- lack of appropriate knowledge of the modelled system; 
- wrong software; 
- wrong modelling strategy; 
- wrong groundwater management concept. 
The only way to improve this gloomy picture is exposure of errors and detailed 

discussion of their origin. 
For example, discussion with the authors of the HYDRYLIB library used by ground

water modelers in Poland (J. Szymanko, 1977-1989, 1980) will soon result in the elimina
tion of the encountered problems. 

Full and reliable documentation of hydrogeological models will always serve as an 
extremely helpful tool in analysing and eliminating potential errors. A calibrated model 
which produces heads with ±O.5 cm accuracy is useless unless we know what heads: 
piezometric or topographic and unless we know how these heads are dated and what 
infiltration and its distribution was taken as the input. 

The documentation of the model should cover the following four stages of construction 
and exploitation of that model. 

A. D e f j nit ion 0 f the mod ell e d s y s tern (T. Macioszczyk, B. 
Kazimierski, 1989, 1990a, b): 

- the system's description with all assumptions, description ofthe main and neglected 
processes within the system, justification of all these assumptions; 

- the model's description, its structure, and applied numerical algorithms; 
- synthesis of the geological and hydrogeological data with the determination of its 

reliability and internal cohesion. 
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B. C a lib rat ion 0 f th e mod e I . Documentation of this stage should 
define the so-called object function as well as include is local and global calibration record, 
and what parameters and in what sequence they were identified. Despite getting an 
acceptable correspondence between calcu lated and measured heads the modeler should 
produce the distribution of balance residuals within each aquifer in the modelled system. 
The distribution of the surface recharge ought to be included as well. It is known that in low 
pem eability zones the modelled heads can easily be raised by increasing the recharge (in 
reality the recharge is less than its value obtained in this way). Local modifications of 
hydraulic gradients are usual.ly done by applying variable recharge although such a recharge 
pauem often seems to be highly unlikely to occur in reality. 

C. V e r i f i ca t ion 0 f the mod e I . To verify the model so-called inde
pendent data should be used. In this case the independent data means data not used in the 
model's calibration. If there is no independent data it should be explained why is (hal so (f. 
Macioszczyk, B. Kazimierski, 1990b). 

The crucial point is the confrontation of the modelled groundwater balance with the 
groundwater balance obtained from hydrological methods. This is especially important for 
the proper estimation of such balance components like drainage from rivers or surface 
recharge. 

What is also important is to discuss the differences between the parameter values fro m 
the model's calibration and those values from pumping tests. The modeler should also test 
the model's behaviour under extreme conditions. The verification results can serve as a 
measure of the model 's quality. 

D. S i m u I a t io n . The modeler should test the influence of different groundwater 
production schemes on particular water balance components. At this stage all modelling 
has to be very carefully documented. 

The documentation must contain the justification of boundary conditions (stresses) and 
assumed constrai nts as well as detailed explanation of the groundwater balance structure. 
This documentation has to address all a model'scomponents (water-bearing layers) as well 
as so-called water-resources-area. The boundaries of this area will mark the extent of the 
intake protection zone according to present regulations. It must be stressed that the term 
water-resources-area has to be properly understood to avoid very common mistakes in this 
field. 

The water-resources-area has to be defi ned as the area from within which water flows 
to the groundwater intake. From this area intake gets at least 80-85% of its licenced 
exploitation resources. At the same time outflow across the boundaries of an area defined 
in this way should not be decreased by more than 20-25% provided there are no other 
groundwater intakes downgradient. Another constraint is to ensure local river flow above 
a certain limit. 

This paper fomed the basis for the discussion during the meeting of the Commission 
of Hydrogeological Documentation and of the Commission of Hydrogeology of the 
Commitee of Geological Sciences of the Polish Academy of Sciences. These sessions 
addressed the question of application of modelling methods in groundwater management 
policies. The need to enhance the contribution of proper model ling techniques was strongly 
raised. What is of prime importance is the verification of hydrogeological software util ized 
in Poland. It was recommended that this verification should be carried out in recognized 
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foreign modelling centres. Another proposed method of verification is to run already 
existing models using various hydrogeological software including software with the 
IGWMC certificate. It was decided that this initiative will be submitted to the Departments 
of Science and Geology. It was decided that instead of placing orders for models of standard 
catchments, a contest for the best model of a particular catchment is to be organized. 

Such a model would fully satisfy expectations of institutions responsible for licencing 
of groundwater resources, their management, distdbution and protection. This approach 
would lead to standarization of models of groundwater balance and resources. 

Inslylut Hydrogeologii i Geologii Inzynierskiej 
Uniwersytetu Warszawskiego 
Warszawa, al. Zwirki i Wigury 93 
Received: 21.06.1993 

Trans/aled by Lech Smieta11ski 
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Tadeusz MAcrOSZCZYK 

OCZEKIWANIA A PRAKTYKA MOOELOW ANIA BILANSOW 
I ZASOBOW WOO POOZIEMNYCH 

Streszczenie 

767 

Po przedstawieniu razwoju i aktuainego stanu regionalnych opracowan zasobowo-bilansowyeh wykonywa
nych w Polsce (ostatnio wyblcznie za pomoc!j modelowania numerycznego) omowiooo og61ne r6wnania trans
portu masy i ruchu wod podziemnych z uwzgl~dnieniem szezegolnej ieh pozycji dla modeli wielowarstwowych 
w stosunku do modeli przestrzennych oraz warunkow koniecznych dIa ieh rozwiqzari omz zasad eSlymacji 
parametrow modelu, okres1ania obszarujego zasadnosci itp. 

Na tym Lie prledstawiono najczcsciej spolykane (niestety liezne) niedopracowanin metodyczne i blCdy 
dokumentacyjne modeli hydrogeologicznyeh. 

Opr6ez wadliwego i niestarannego definiowania formy przestrzennej systemu.jego schematu, reJacji systemu 
do prototypu modelu, niepoprawnej dokumentacji modelu itp., wymieniono bezlcrytyezne operowanie warunkiem 
brzegowym r rodzaju nn znaeznej przcstrzeni lub nn wszystldch granicaeh modelu oral przemilcznnie istotnyeh 
informaeji 0 sposobach symulaeji zasilania infiltraeyjnego. Dose istolnym mankarnentemjest pomijanie omowie
nia obszaru r.asadnosci modelu, dokladno§ei prognoz oral zaehowania siC modelu w warunkach ekstremalnych 
wymuszerl. Zwr6eono tez uwagc na wadliwy spos6b przcdstawiania wynikow badan modelowyeh (niepelny 
bilans, bilans zagregowany zamiast wszystkieh skladnikow dla wszystkieh warstw, r6znice bilansowe wybranyeh 
skladnikow omz bilans I[lezny dla ealego modclu, pominio;;eie biJansu obszaru zasobowego) oraz przerywanic 
badan modeJowych bez uzyskania dostateeznego zbilnnsownnia modeJu w ustalonych warunkach. Przyklad 
kuriozalncgo bilansu obszaru zasobowego systemu dwuwarstwowego przedstawiono w tab. I. Omowiono poten
ejalne przyezyny braku zbilansowania modeli. Powinny one bye zidentyfikowane przez hydrogeologa oraz 
usuni~te tak, aby model m6g1 byc uznany za poprnwny i zasndny do spelnienia ce\u, dla ktorego go skonstruownno. 
Systematyezne bl~dy modelu mog[l sie lei ujawnic w niclogieznej slrukturze bilansu, dlntego kaidorazowo 
struktura tn powinna bye przeanruizowana. Na koniee zwr6cono uwnge na metodycznie niedopuszezaJn:j techno
Jogie "zszywania" modeli lokalnyeh w celu otrzymania modelu regionalnego oraz na bezwzglednq konieeznosc 
jasnego i pelnego okreSlania ograniezen, prq ktorych wyznaezano za~oby wod podziemnyeh, np. przy kontrolo
waniu zachowania przeplywow nienaruszaJnych w ciekaeh. 

Wi~kszosc nieprawidlowosci w badaniach Illodelowych moZe mice swe :&6dlo bndi w niedostatkaeh 
rozpoznania hydrogcologicznego, w bledaeh syntetyzowania wynikow Tozpoznania, bh;dach a1gorytm6w progra
m6w illub poprawnooci ieh wykonystania, btl,dach modelowania oraz w nieracjonaJnosei koncepcji zagospoda
rowania zasobow. Dla uniknieeia tyeh blc;d6w lub identyfikacji przyezyn ieh wyslf~powania konieczna jest perna 
dokumentaeja badan modelowyeh. kt6ra musi objqc wszystkie ieh etapy. a wiee: specyfi.kaej~ systemu i modelu. 
identyfikaej~ i tarowanie modelu, weryfiKacj~ modelu oraz badania symulaeyjne bilansu i zasob6w. przy okazji 
podano lei. pmpozycj'i) definicji lzw. obszaru 7.asobowego. 

Uznaje sir:; potrzebc; weryfikacji wykorzystywanyeh w Polsce systemow programowyeh w osrodkuch zagra
nicznyeh lub p'lynajmiej przez lestowe porownywanie rozwiqzan dIu tyeh samyeh modeli za pomocq r67..nyeh 
programow polskieh i zagranicznyeh. Proponuje sir:; tei. zorganizowanie konkursu nu model wybranej zlcwni (np. 
Kamiennej), !..;ory spelnialby najlepiej czekiwania instytucji zatwierdzajijcyeh zasoby omz odpowiedzialnyeh za 
ich rozrzijd, pozwoJenia wodno-prawne, oehron(,l zasob6w i kalaster zasob6w. 




